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Event: 
 
The event was organised by Richard Fleming of the 1st Doncaster East Scout Troop for scouts to acquire their 
‘Modeller Badge’ within the scouting movement.  A list of desired outcomes from the scouts was already made 
and documented in their book of badges. The scouts arrive knowing what their learning outcomes were going 
to be.  A few DAC members were on hand to assist in the proceedings.  There were Greg Stanfield, Cliff 
McIver, Victor Lai, Graham Watson and Alwyn Smith. 
 

 
Preparation: 
 
Richard had prepared the majority of the requirements for the day.  Balsa wood had been purchased and cut to 
various required sizes.  Steel rules were available for measurements to be made.  Straight aluminium strips 
were available to be used as cutting guides.  All other required material and tools were in hand; pens, pencils, 
glue, cutting knives, cutting boards, sand paper, sanding blocks, etc.  Greg supplied the plans for the models 
and the DAC brochure.  A static display of a few models was set up under the shed and cordoned off. 
 
The scouts trailer was a handy tool with Richard towing it in to site.  The trailer seemed to have a “unexplained 
fourth dimension” inside it that can swallow whatever is put inside.  Out came the tables, bench seats, model 
planes, rubbish bins, bin liners, a tent frame and canopy, modelling materials and tools.  Just when it seems 
like nothing else can possibly come out of it, a barbeque on wheels and a gas bottle were wheeled out. 
 
It was all hands on deck to set up the equipment.  Five parents were part of the organising party.  They also 
stayed for the duration of the event to cook lunch and provide general assistance for the children’s needs 
through the day. 
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Agenda: 
 
The parents started to arrive with the scouts and mingled among themselves and with the organisers.  Some 
were interested enough to snap some pictures of the static display.  18 scouts were part of this Modeller Badge 
event. 
 
Richard had set up a program from 11am to 3pm, when parents were to return to collect the scouts.  The 
program was well set out and clear.  Everyone had a copy of the program and the Theory of Flight information.  
It basically involved learning about the theory of flight and potentially construct a flying model.  The outcomes 
were very clearly stated in the scouting handbook for the Modeller Badge.  On completion of the tasks, they 
were required to write a brief report of what they did and the steps involved in constructing their model. 
 
Due to time constraints, only the Beetle Bomber model was built.  The planned optional second model which 
was the Family Flier was omitted.  However, the plans for the Family Flier was included as a take-home pack. 
 

 
 
The Event: 
 
The day then started with Richard explaining some of the rules of the day and a safety induction.  He then went 
on to explain the different types of models in the static display and the Apprentice high wing trainer that will be 
used for buddy flying later on. 
 
Cliff then took over to provide an insight into how an aeroplane can fly with supporting information on the theory 
of flight.  The scouts listened intently.  The level of knowledge on the subject was very varied between different 
scouts.  Most were very keen to answer questions posted by Cliff and a few even contributed comments on 
their knowledge.  
 
 

 
 

 
Richard and Andrew explaining different models on display 

 
Parents preparing for the important part of the day 

 
Richard explaining the tasks of the day and safety 

 
Cliff providing an earful about the theory of flight 
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Graham and Greg proceeded to demonstrate the launch of two rubber band powered models.  It was an eye 
opener for some who had taught that such ‘primitive’ models were only toys for children.  Everyone listened in 
on the technical aspects of the design and build of such models. 
 
The scouts then got into their groups and proceeded to build the Beetle Bomber hand-launch model.  Some 
explaining was provided by the helpers on how to cut and sand balsa wood and to the shape required.  
Guidance on the use of the knives was paramount. 
 
A break was provided to the modellers when Graham started up his control line model and flew for a few 
minutes.  He demonstrated how the model can be flown inverted and also perform some vertical hovers in mid-
air. 
  

 
Greg and Graham (kids) winding up their rubber band 
models with a manual drill 

 
Cliff is thinking, “I sure hope they know what they are 
doing because I don’t.” 

 
Greg praying that the wind will not blow any harder 

 
Alwyn showing how to align the wing to the fuselage 

 
Graham showing off a control line hover 

 
Cliff bending over to help the kids 
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Towards The End: 
 
As the models were completed, the scouts went about testing their own creation.  There were a lot of testing 
with addition and subtraction of plasticine at the fuselage nose to balance the model for proper gliding.  A 
number of models were also broken on testing.  Assistant modellers were kept busy helping with the repairs.  A 
number of thumbs and fingers were also stuck together or to the models because of the fast setting CA glue.  
 
 

 
 

 
The three teams hard at it Cutting, sanding, cutting, sanding, etc, etc 

 
More building Chow time 

 
Testing the models 

 
Just chuck it 
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Conclusion: 
 
As the scouts were testing their model flights, repairs were also going on.  A queue was set up for Cliff to take 
the club Apprentice high wing trainer model up into the sky with a scout on a buddy box.  Cliff would take off 
and land the Apprentice but allow the scout to perform a few turning and level flight maneuvers in the air. 
 
As 3pm approached, parents began to arrive to meet and pick up their scouts.  The event was a great success 
with the primary objective of the scouts gaining their Modeller Badge.  Having some fun while acquiring the 
Badge was a bonus for the scouts.  All members assisting in the event also had some fun and would like to 
thank the 1st Doncaster East Scout Troop for the opportunity. 
 
 
 

 
Here it comes 

 
This was some cool rock and roll event 

 

Now it will fly again Cliff buddy flying the Apprentice 


